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For the attention of Ms. Katherine King.
 
Further to your letter dated 5 November 2015, your ref: EN020016, our ref: BFC-
AFP079, we wish to inform you that we will be attending and would like to speak at the
Open Floor meetings on 30th November and 1st December 2015.
 
We would also like the attached letter to be passed on the the Planning Inspectorate for
inclusion in the process.
 
Kindest Regards,
 
Leslie & Pearl Birch
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is no accident that advertisements promoting tourism do not display the OHL we all see 
daily. 
 
It is understood that farming is the largest industry in Wales and is part of the UK's 78% 
self sufficiency in food production, but even then, remarkably, we have a deficit in dairy 
products. It can therefore be argued that any land taken up unnecessarily could be 
detrimental to these endeavours. 
 
Western Power Distribution's proposed project for OHL will therefore make many areas of 
valuable land economically unusable, especially were the project requires multiple poles 
and guy-wires. These areas will not be accessible to machinery and will require individual 
attention with herbicides, cutting, etc., so as not to adversely effect the adjacent land. 
 
It is understood that farming is the second most dangerous occupation to the construction 
industry. Installing OHL pylons, poles and guy-wires can only increase this danger. With 
the presence of OHL on their land a farmer's insurer may require the landowner to ensure 
that all the named persons who will be using machinery near the poles be properly trained 
in accordance with the H&S at work Act, including themselves, their employees and 
contractors to ensure that should an incident occur whilst operating machinery that brings 
down wires and making a machine ‘live’, that the operator is fully aware of the procedures 
necessary to avoid their own fatality. How does the landowner ensure contractors have 
been properly trained? This may be expensive. Who pays? How many operators presently 
know how to exit a ‘live’ machine safely? 
 
We all understand that electrical transmission projects are necessary National 
Infrastructure requirements but, so is farming and tourism, especially in Wales if the 
Country is to prosper when its aspirations of self determination come to fruition. One 
National Infrastructure Project should not jeopardise two others. 
 
We wish to state that we are not against the principal of power transmission, but we do 
object to the cheapest form being employed (OHL) for purely profit reasons when the 
undergrounding alternative can obviate all the obvious shortcomings of the OHL. 
 
It is believed that WPD have over emphasised the complexities of undergrounding the 
transmission cables including access to carry out repairs to the cables. In WPD 'Overview 
Report Nov 2014' they show an illustration with three 10cm cables buried with stone dust 
being the only protection, whereas information that we have been given is that conduits 
can be installed underground whilst the cable is manufactured and the cable then put into 
the conduits later. To repair a cable therefore it can be withdrawn onto a carousel or drum 
until the fault is located, repaired and, put back into the conduit. It is understood that a 
communications duct also buried alongside the cable ducts indicates the location of any 
cable problem. The photograph in WPD 'Guide to payments for landowners 132,000 volt 
underground cables' we believe illustrates this method together with the very narrow width 
required for earthworks. 
 
Apparently, underground cables not subject to storms, falling trees and other damages are 
very reliable and do not present the dangers to the repair personnel who are required to 
turn out in stormy weather to get saturated and cold, chop up downed tress, climb poles, 
work off cherry-pickers or even helicopters, but work in the relative comfort of perhaps a 
hut on Terra-firma. 
 
We received our 'Heads of Terms' from WPD on 14th November 2015, and various things 






